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A Serene Sanctuary At Asset Hillcrest Volga
Asset Volga 8D has greenery galore, the residents a vibrant couple had a clear vision in mind when
it came to the interiors of their home.
Asset Homes Interiors and Customization team keeping the requirements in mind of the flat owners
transformed it into a plush functional and a verdant feel home.

Living Room and Dining Area
The entrance foyer leads up to the living room, interiors team has provided a sleek partition with
shelves to serve as a divider between the living room and the dining space.

The living room has a custom-made three-seater sofa along with a lounger in ash grey. A wooden
separation that aesthetically leads you to the dining room. The wash area in the dining room has a
tile-clad wall along with immaculately kept indoor plants. The dining room overlooks the balcony
which provides panoramic views of the outside greenery.

Balcony

The balcony of this home is one cosy corner and worth mentioning. Stands and hangings to
accommodate plants have been provided, also it has traditional modha style bamboo stools to sit
and unwind on a cosy evening.

Kitchen and Bedrooms

Kitchen in this home is modern, classy and fully functional. The color palette chosen is as per the
overall theme of the house. Ash grey modular cupboards and cabinets are provided. Just over the
counter a thin LED lit shelf is designed which completely transforms the look of the kitchen. Bedroom’s custom made wardrobes, sliding as well as opening along with dressing table are designed
in Korean white as per the requirements of the home owners.

CLIENT SPEAKS

Kavitha R & Balavinayak, Proud owners of Asset Volga 8D

Working with Asset Interiors was a nice experience!. They combined our ideas and vision with their expertise
and experience, to come up with a beautifully designed home. Their impeccable taste and knowledge of all
things design was reassuring. When complications arose, they dealt with them promptly and professionally.
This was in spite of all the lock down that happened in the middle of the process. We are happy with the
service provided by Asset Interiors and with the way our home turned out. Thank you Mr. Thampi. P. Bose &
Mr. Arun Sivan for all the help & guidance.
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